
BRIHANMUMBAI MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
ACL/GEN/ 927  /AEML DT . 06.06.2024

Expression of Interest Notice 
Advertisement

sub - Appointment of Organization or Sanstha for providing manpower for  
         execution of various work related to maintenance department in L ward 
         for beat  no 156 to 171 for the period of 25.6.2024 to 30.10.2024

It is intended  to appoint one NGO for each beat ( 156 to 171 ) to provide private
contract labourer’s for  execution of various work related to maintenance department in L
ward for beat  no 156 to 171. Application are invited from willing registered NGO’s, Majur
sahakari santha, seva sahkari sanstha, Berojgar seva sahakari sanstha etc. registered in L
ward Jurisdiction having experience in providing private contract labourer’s in L ward or
any other  department  of  Brihanmumbai  Municipal  Corporation.  (  period   25.6.2024 to
30.10.2024 )

Sr.NO Particular 
No of appointment of

sanstha for each beat 

1

Appointment  of  Organization  or  Sanstha  for
providing  manpower  for  execution  of   various
work  related  to  maintenance  department  in  L
ward  for  beat   no156  to171  for  the  period  of
25.6.2024 to 30.10.2024 ( separate form fees and
EMD amount will be charged for each application
and seperate application form will  be  available
for each beat

1

Prescribed application form will be made available after payment of Rs. .1320/- +
18% GST ( Non Refundabli).  The challan for payment of application form will be available
in the office of the Head clerk ( expenditure ) in L ward   From 07.06.2024 to 18.06.2024
within 11.00 am to 4.00 pm.

After  payment of  application form in  CFC ,  the prescribed application form and
EMD Challan ( Rs.9000/- ) will be given in the office of the Head clerk ( expenditure ) in L
ward.. EMD payments shall be made in cash or nationalised bank D.D.  in the name of
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation .

Prescribed application form along with all necessary document in sealed enveloped
shall  be submitted in  the office of  Head clerk (  expenditure )  before 19.06.2024.  The
application received after 5.30 pm on the 19.06.2024 will not be considered.  

After scrutinizing the  received application forms, a list of eligible  will be prepared.
On the basis of list of eligible Organization or Sanstha, lottery will be drawn in the office of
Assistant commissioner ‘L’ ward and accordingly the work will be allotted to the successful
Organization or Sanstha being selected in lottery drawn.

The  Assistant  Commissioner  L ward  reserves  the  right  to  cancel  the  selection
process of the sanstha / organization for the above work without assigning any reason.

                                                                                                          -sd-
Assistant Engineer ( Maint .) L ward  


